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Abstra t
We give a uni ed a ount of the probabilisti semanti s underlying the language modeling
approa h and the traditional probabilisti model for information retrieval, showing that the two
approa hes an be viewed as being equivalent probabilisti ally, sin e they are based on di erent
fa torizations of the same generative relevan e model. We also dis uss how the two approa hes
lead to di erent retrieval frameworks in pra ti e, sin e they involve omponent models that are
estimated quite di erently.

1. Introdu tion

In the lassi al probabilisti approa h to information retrieval (Robertson & Spar k Jones, 1976),
two models are estimated for ea h query, one modeling relevant do uments, the other modeling
non-relevant do uments.1 Do uments are then ranked a ording to the posterior probability of
relevan e. When the do ument attributes are independent under these relevan e models, this is
simply the naive Bayes model for lassi ation, and has met with onsiderable empiri al su ess.
In the \language modeling approa h" to information retrieval (Ponte & Croft, 1998), a language
model is estimated for ea h do ument, and the operational pro edure for ranking is to order do uments by the probability assigned to the input query text a ording to ea h do ument's model.
This approa h has also enjoyed re ent empiri al su ess. However, the underlying semanti s of the
language model has been un lear, as it appears to ignore the important notion of relevan e.
In this paper we give a simple, uni ed a ount of both approa hes, in whi h it is shown that
an impli it relevan e model underlies the language modeling approa h. Our derivation shows
that the two approa hes are in fa t equivalent probabilisti ally, sin e they are based on di erent
parameterizations of the same joint likelihood. However, as we dis uss below, the two approa hes
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are not equivalent from a statisti al point of view, sin e the omponent models are estimated quite
di erently.
Our derivation is elementary, and shows that in terms of their underlying probabilisti semanti s,
the language modeling approa h and the traditional probabilisti model are, so to speak, two sides
of the same oin. Thus, we provide a simple answer to the question \Where's the relevan e?" that
has been re ently asked of the language modeling approa h.
2. Generative Relevan e Models
2.1.

The Basi

Question

In our treatment of the probabilisti semanti s of relevan e models, we follow the presentation of
Spar k Jones et al. (2000), with some minor hanges in notation. Thus, the \Basi Question" we
are interested in is the following:
What is the probability that this do ument is relevant to this query?
To treat the Basi Question in a probabilisti framework, we introdu e random variables D and Q
to denote a do ument and query, respe tively. In addition, we introdu e a binary random variable R
to denote relevan e.2 This random variable takes on two values, whi h we denote as r (\relevant")
and r (\not relevant"). Here our notation deviates from that of Spar k Jones et al. (2000), who
use L (\liked") and L (\not liked") instead of r and r. We thus adopt the standard notation that
denotes random variables using upper ase letters and values of random variables using lower ase
letters. In probabilisti terms, the Basi Question is then equivalent to estimating the probability
of relevan e
(2.1)
p (R = r j D; Q) = 1
p (R = r j D; Q) :
The justi ation for using this probability as the basis for ranking omes from the Probability
Ranking Prin iple (Robertson, 1977).
Now, in adopting a generative relevan e model, the probability of relevan e p (r j D; Q) is not
estimated dire tly. Rather, it is estimated indire tly by invoking Bayes' rule:
( = r j D; Q) =

p R

(

j

p D; Q R

(

= r) p (R = r)
:
)

p D; Q

(2.2)

Equivalently, we may use the following log-odds ratio to rank do uments:
log

( j D; Q)
p (D; Q j r ) p (r )
= log
:
p (r j D; Q)
p (D; Q j r ) p (r )
p r

(2.3)

As we des ribe next, two statisti ally di erent but probabilisti ally equivalent generative relevan e
models result from applying the hain rule in di erent ways to fa tor the onditional probability
p (D; Q j R).
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2.2

The Robertson-Spar k Jones Model

In the Robertson-Spar k Jones approa h (Spar k Jones et al., 2000), the probability p (D; Q j R) is
fa tored as p (D; Q j R) = p (Q j R) p (D j Q; R), leading to the following log-odds ratios:
log

( j D; Q)
p (r j D; Q)

p r

(
j ) ()
p (D; Q j r ) p (r )

(2.4)

( j Q; r) p (Q j r) p (r)
p (D j Q; r ) p (Q j r ) p (r )

(2.5)

( j Q; r) p (r j Q)
p (D j Q; r ) p (r j Q)

(2.6)

( j Q; r)
p (r j Q)
+ log
p (D j Q; r )
p (r j Q)

(2.7)

( j Q; r)
:
p (D j Q; r )

(2.8)

=

log

p D; Q r p r

=

log

p D

=

log

p D

=

log

p D

rank

log

=

p D

Sin e the term log(p (r j Q)=p (r j Q)) is independent of D, it an be thought of as a onstant bias
and an be safely ignored for the purpose of ranking do uments; this equivalen e is denoted by the
symbol rank
=.
Equation (2.7) is pre isely the basi ranking formula (1) in (Spar k Jones et al., 2000), although
the onditioning on the query Q is impli it there.

In its usual instantiation, the models p (D j Q; r) and p (D j Q; r) are estimated by assuming that
the do ument is made up of a olle tion of attributes D = (A1 ; : : : ; An ), su h as words, and that
these attributes are independent given R and Q:
(

p D

(

p D

j
j

Q; r

Y(
Y(
n

) =

p Ai

j

p Ai

j

i=1

Q; r

n

) =

i=1

Q; r

)

(2.9)

Q; r

):

(2.10)

For a xed query Q, this is simply the naive Bayes model for lassifying do uments into the two
lasses r and r.
2.3

The Language Modeling Approa h

Suppose that we now fa tor the probability p (D; Q j R) as p (D; Q j R) = p (D j R) p (Q j D; R). It
is important to note that from a purely probabilisti perspe tive, nothing has hanged; this is
simply a di erent de omposition of the same joint likelihood. Using this fa torization, we are led
to onsider the log-odds ratio in the following equivalent form:
log

p (D; Q j r ) p (r )
( j Q; D)
= log
p (r j Q; D )
p (D; Q j r ) p (r )
p r
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Figure 1: Graphi al representations of the two fa torizations of the joint do ument-query probability. The fa torization p (D; Q j R) = p (D j Q; R) p (Q j R) (left) results in the Robertson-Spar k
Jones model, while the fa torization p (D; Q j R) = p (Q j D; R) p (D j R) (right) leads to the language modeling approa h. Following onvention, the do ument and query nodes are shaded to
indi ate that they are observed (\this do ument and this query").
( j
) ( j r) p (r)
p (Q j D; r ) p (D j r ) p (r )

(2.12)

( j
) ( j D)
p (Q j D; r ) p (r j D )

(2.13)

( j
)
p (r j D )
+ log
:
p (Q j D; r )
p (r j D )

(2.14)

= log

p Q D; r p D

= log

p Q D; r p r

= log

p Q D; r

The bias term log(p (r j D)=p (r j D)) is now dependent on D, but independent of the query Q, and
must, in general, be onsidered as an integral part of the ranking pro ess. At this point, we have
a ranking formula based on generating queries from do uments that is equivalent to the ranking
formula (2.7) based on generating do uments from queries.
D

Suppose that we now make the assumption that onditioned on the event R = r, the do ument
is independent of the query Q; that is:
Assumption 1:

(

j

p D; Q R

= r) = p (D j R = r) p (Q j R = r)

Under this assumption the log-odds ratio be omes
log

( j Q; D)
p (r j Q; D )
p r

=
rank

=

log

(

j

p Q D; r

(

j

p Q r

)

)

+ log

log p (Q j D; r) + log

( j D)
p (r j D )

(2.15)

( j D)
:
p (r j D )

(2.16)

p r

p r

This ranking formula has two omponents, a term involving the query likelihood p (Q j D; r), and a
bias term that involves the prior probability of relevan e for the do ument, p (r j D). Resear hers
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Figure 2: Graphi al representations of the do ument-query distribution under Assumption 1 (left),
and Assumption 2 (right).
have been referring to the distribution p ( j D; r) as a \do ument language model," or simply as a
\language model," whi h is a tually a model of the queries to whi h D would be judged as relevant.
Although the Robertson-Spar k Jones approa h also makes use of language models, the terminology
\language modeling approa h" is appropriate for this way of de omposing the do ument-query
probability sin e many language models are at play, at least one for ea h do ument in the database.
If we now make the additional assumption that D and
longer depends on D. That is, under Assumption 1 and
Assumption 2:

(

p D; R

the log-odds ratio be omes
log

R

are independent, the bias term no

) = p (D) p (R)
( j Q; D)
p (r j Q; D )
p r

rank

log p (Q j D; r) + log

rank

log p (Q j D; r) :

=

=

( )
p (r )

p r

(2.17)
(2.18)

Thus, the ranking of do uments is based solely on the probability of the query given the do ument,
under that event that the do ument is relevant to the query: p (Q j D; r). The above assumptions
are shown graphi ally in Figure 2.
Equations (2.16) and (2.18) are the basi ranking formulas for the language modeling approa h
as explored in (Berger & La erty, 1999; Miller et al., 1999) and (Ponte & Croft, 1998) respe tively.
As in the Robertson-Spar k Jones model, it is expedient to de ompose the query into attributes
= (A1 ; : : : ; Am ), typi ally just the query terms, and to assume that the attributes are independent
given R and the do ument. Thus, under this independen e assumption and Assumption 1, the
posterior log-odds be omes

Q

log

( j D; Q)
p (r j D; Q)
p r

rank

=

X log (
m

p Ai

i=1
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) + log

( j D)
:
p (r j D )

p r

(2.19)

3. Dis ussion

The above derivation shows that the language modeling approa h and the traditional probabilisti
model an be interpreted within the same probabilisti framework based on a generative relevan e
model. In this view, the two approa hes are simply two sides of the same oin|at the probabilisti
level, before independen e assumptions are made and without any spe i ation of how the models
are a tually estimated, they are equivalent.
In previous dis ussions of the language modeling approa h in the literature, an expli it use
of a relevan e variable has not been made. However, under Assumption 1, whi h states that
p (D; Q j R = r ) = p (D j R = r ) p (Q j R = r ), it is seen that introdu ing an expli it relevan e
model is operationally of no onsequen e|the \irrelevant" language model p (Q j r ) is irrelevant;
it only enters into the bias term, and so an be ignored for ranking. Note that under the same
Assumption 1, the log-odds ratios in the Robertson-Spar k Jones approa h still involve models for
both relevant and non-relevant do uments, but now the model for non-relevant do uments is simply
independent of the query:
log

( j D; Q)
p (r j D; Q)

p r

rank

= log

( j Q; r)
p (D j Q; r )
= log
:
p (D j Q; r )
p (D j r )

p D

(3.1)

During dis ussions at the Language Modeling and Information Retrieval Workshop (Callan et al.,
2001), it be ame lear that des riptions of the language modeling approa h in terms of generative
models of queries have aused signi ant onfusion. In parti ular, su h des riptions have led some
resear hers to laim that the language modeling approa h only makes sense if there is exa tly one
relevant do ument for ea h query, and that the model be omes in onsistent in the presen e of
expli it relevan e information from a user. However, as the above presentation makes lear, the
underlying probabilisti semanti s is the same as for the standard probabilisti model.
While the derivation presented in the previous se tion lari es the formalism behind the language
modeling approa h, it is only formalism. The genius of a statisti al approa h often lies in the
estimation details. Several important di eren es result from reversing things to generate the query
from the do ument, whi h make this approa h attra tive from an estimation perspe tive.
Perhaps the primary importan e of being reversed lies in the fa t that by onditioning on the
do ument D, we have a larger foothold for estimating a statisti al model. The entire do ument
and, potentially, related do uments, an be used to build a language model, and a great deal is
known about te hniques for estimating su h language models from other appli ations. Intuitively,
it is easier to estimate a model for \relevant queries" based on a do ument than to estimate
a model for relevant do uments based on a query. Indeed, the Robertson-Spar k Jones model
has en ountered diÆ ulties in estimating p (Ai j Q; r) and p (Ai j Q; r) when no expli it relevan e
information is available. Typi ally, p (Ai j Q; r) is set to a onstant and p (Ai j Q; r) is estimated
under the assumption that the entire olle tion is omprised of non-relevant do uments (Croft &
Harper, 1979; Robertson & Walker, 1997)|essentially the same as Assumption 1. Re ently, a
better approa h to estimating p (Ai j Q; r) is proposed in (Lavrenko & Croft, 2001), in whi h the
query is formally treated as an observation from the model of generating relevant do uments, and
a set of empiri al do ument language models are exploited to smooth the estimate of p (Ai j Q; r).
This work an be onsidered as an example of using language models in the lassi al probabilisti
model.
6

Another potential advantage lies in the fa t that the language modeling approa h in ludes an
expli it notion of the importan e of a do ument, represented in the term log p (r j D)=(1 p (r j D)),
whi h an be estimated separately. In previous formulations, this role was played by the \do ument
prior" (Berger & La erty, 1999; Miller et al., 1999). While to date the do ument prior has not been
signi ant for TREC-style evaluations, for many real appli ations its use an be expe ted to be
important. In parti ular, query-independent s ores to assess the importan e of do uments based
on hyperlink analysis have proven to be useful in web sear h (Brin & Page, 1998).
An additional di eren e between the two approa hes lies in the need for do ument normalization.
In the standard approa h, the use of log-odds ratios is essential to a ount for the fa t that di erent
do uments have di erent numbers of terms. Ranking based on do ument likelihoods p (D j r; Q)
would not be e e tive be ause the pro edure is inherently biased against long do uments. This
observation is symptomati of a larger problem: by making strong independen e assumptions we
have an in orre t model of relevant do uments. In the language modeling approa h, things are
reversed to generate the input|the query Q. As a result, ompeting do uments are s ored using
the same number probabilities p (Ai j D; r), and do ument normalization is not a ru ial issue. More
generally, in orre t independen e assumptions in the model may be mitigated by predi ting the
input. This advantage of \reverse hannel" approa hes to statisti al natural language pro essing
has been observed in many other appli ations, notably statisti al ma hine translation (Brown et al.,
1990).
Having mentioned some of the advantages of query-generation models, we should add that the
Robertson-Spar k Jones model, being based on do ument-generation, has the advantage of being
able to naturally improve the estimation of the omponent probabilisti models by exploiting expli it relevan e information. This is be ause the relevan e judgments from a user provide dire t
training data for estimating p (Ai j Q; r) and p (Ai j Q; r), whi h an then be applied to new do uments. The same relevan e judgments an also provide dire t training data for improving the
estimate of p (Ai j D; r) in the language modeling approa h, but only for the relevant do uments
that are given judgements. Thus, the dire tly improved models an not be expe ted to improve our
ranking of other unjudged do uments. However, su h improved models an potentially be bene ial
for new queries, a feature that does not apply to do ument-generation models.
4. Histori al Notes

Interestingly, the very rst probabilisti model for information retrieval, namely the Probabilisti
Indexing model of Maron and Kuhns (Maron & Kuhns, 1960) is, in fa t, based on the idea of
\query-generation." Con eptually, the model intends to infer the probability that a do ument is
relevant to a query based on the probability that a user who likes the do ument would have used
this query. However, the formal derivation given in (Maron & Kuhns, 1960) appears to be restri ted
to queries with only a single term. As a result, the \query-generation" model p (w j D; r) essentially
provides a probability for ea h indexing word, and an be used as a basis for assigning indexing
terms to the do ument. Thus, it is referred to as a probabilisti indexing model. Possibly due
to its restri tion to single-term queries and the diÆ ulty of parameter estimation, this model has
never been as popular as the Robertson-Spar k Jones model. However on eptually, they an be
onsidered as representing the two major types of lassi al probabilisti models.
7

There were some early e orts to unify these two lassi al probabilisti models (e.g., (Robertson
et al., 1982)), but the uni ation was not ompletely su essful. The diÆ ulty en ountered in
(Robertson et al., 1982) has to do with using a more restri ted event spa e, namely a spa e given
by the ross produ t of do uments and queries, without the relevan e variable. No doubt, this
early work already re ognizes the symmetry between queries and do uments. See (Robertson,
1994) further dis ussion of this symmetry and obje tions to it.
The possibility of both do ument-generation and query-generation de ompositions of the same
probability of relevan e was also re ognized at least a de ade ago. Indeed, the two di erent deompositions were already used in (Fuhr, 1992) to derive, respe tively, the Robertson-Spar k Jones
model and the Binary Independen e Indexing (BII) model, whi h is a variant of the original Maron
and Kuhns model that allows multi-word queries.
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